
Hiking   merit   badge   
  

As   most   of   you   should   know,   we   are   currently   in   a   global   pandemic   as   of   December,   
2020.   Because   of   this   pandemic   we   are   unable   to   come   together   as   a   troop   for   our   monthly   
camp   outs   and   other   scouting   activities.   This   is   understandable   due   to   the   situation   we   are   in,   
but   quite   problematic   for   those   scouts   trying   to   complete   merit   badges   such   as   camping   or   
hiking.   These   merit   badges   can   be   completed   outside   of   troop   related   activities   though,   and   I   did   
just   that   for   my   hiking   merit   badge.   
  

I   started   my   hiking   merit   badge   around   March   of   2020,   which   is   when   the   pandemic   
started   becoming   more   apparent   and   I   was   let   out   of   school   early.   The   hiking   merit   badge   
required   that   I   do   a   5   mile   hike,   three   10   mile   hikes,   a   15   mile   hike,   and   finally   a   20   mile   hike.   
Usually   I   tend   to   do   hikes   along   with   the   rest   of   the   troop   on   scout   related   outings.   Most   of   my   
exposure   to   hiking   has   been   through   scouting   and   I   usually   am   surrounded   by   my   fellow   scouts   
and   leaders   when   hiking.   Unfortunately   I   was   unable   to   hike   with   my   fellow   scouts   due   to   the   
pandemic,   but   this   did   not   mean   that   I   could   not   complete   the   merit   badge.   Unless   specified   in   
the   merit   badge   requirements,   you   do   not   have   to   complete   your   requirements   along   with   the   
troop   on   a   scouting   trip.   Especially   due   to   the   pandemic   scouts   should   be   comfortable   with   
working   on   merit   badges   on   their   own.   Also   just   because   you   cannot   complete   merit   badges   as   
a   troop   does   not   mean   that   you   cannot   complete   the   merit   badges   with   your   family.   I   completed   
all   of   the   hikes   on   my   hiking   merit   badge   with   my   dad.   

  
Our   first   hike,   the   5   mile   hike,   took   place   late   March.   Me,   my   sister,   and   my   dad   went   

hiking   on   the   W&OD   trail.   The   hike   was   short   and   did   not   take   much   energy   to   complete,   but   it   
was   very   boring.   The   trail   was   mainly   just   an   asphalt   road,   and   we   didn’t   see   anything   very   
interesting.   The   hikes   that   took   place   afterward   were   longer,   but   less   boring   due   to   being   
surrounded   by   nature.   This   is   my   personal   preference   though,   I   suggest   learning   about   the   trails   
you   are   hiking   on   to   see   if   you   will   enjoy   your   hike.     

  
The   following   three   10   mile   hikes,   which   took   place   on   the   C&O   canal,   were   not   as   

boring   as   the   first   hike.   Unlike   the   bland   asphalt   road   of   the   first   trail,   the   path   for   the   three   10   
mile   hikes   was   surrounded   by   trees   and   bushes.   These   hikes   were   very   enjoyable,   because   
along   with   learning   about   the   trail   we   hiked   on,   we   were   very   well   prepared   with   plenty   of   water   
and   snacks.   The   10   mile   hikes   went   very   smoothly.   The   hikes   were   not   too   long   and   we   saw   
many   animals   along   the   trail.   

  
The   next   hike   was   15   miles   on   the   same   C&O   Canal.   For   this   hike   we   were   very   well   

prepared,   we   brought   our   lunch,   water,   plenty   of   snacks,   and   our   previous   hikes   trained   our   
bodies   so   that   we   would   be   able   to   hike   these   fifteen   miles   without   tiring   easily.   We   were   set   to   
have   a   smooth   hike,   with   no   problems.   Unfortunately   I   decided   to   buy   a   pair   of   hiking   boots   to   
replace   the   running   shoes   I   had   been   hiking   with   previously,   without   properly   seeing   if   they   fit   
me.   This   was   my   fault   and   would   not   have   been   a   problem   if   I   had   just   paid   more   attention   to   



the   shoes   I   was   going   to   wear.   The   hike   started   out   fine,   but   halfway   through   my   feet   started   to   
hurt   really   bad.   I   was   forced   to   walk   the   rest   of   the   way   back   in   shoes   that   were   too   big   for   me.   
What   could   have   been   the   smoothest,   unproblematic   hike   turned   out   to   be   very   grueling   and   
unforgiving   all   because   of   one   small   oversight   on   my   part.   I   suggest   that   you   should   double   
check   all   of   your   equipment   before   hiking,   to   see   if   it   is   usable,   and   prepare   better   than   I   did.   

  
The   past   five   hikes   that   I   had   completed   all   took   place   during   the   spring   and   summer   

months.   By   the   time   I   had   completed   my   15   mile   hike   it   had   become   very   hot,   and   I   was   not   very   
keen   on   hiking   during   80   degree   weather.   Due   to   this   I   decided   on   waiting   till   it   became   fall   to   
start   my   20   mile   hike.   After   fall   came   I   should   have   gone   on   some   practice   hikes,   but   instead   of   
going   on   multiple   5,   10   or   even   15   mile   hikes,   I   did   some   last   minute   five   mile   hikes.   

  
Finally   the   time   for   the   20   mile   hike   had   come,   it   was   the   day   after   thanksgiving,   and   I   

had   done   minimal   preparation.   I   was   prepared   in   the   sense   that   I   brought   the   right   materials,   
such   as   food   or   water,   but   I   had   only   done   two   5   mile   practice   hikes   beforehand   and   was   very   
out   of   shape   to   start   a   20   mile   hike.    We   planned   on   completing   the   20   mile   hike   in   8   hours   
starting   from   around   8:30   and   ending   around   4:30.   We   bought   a   couple   of   water   bottles,   some   
protein   bars,   and   our   packed   lunch.   We   brought   light   jackets   for   the   chilly   weather   and   rain   
jackets   in   case   it   rained.   Instead   of   wearing   hiking   boots,   I   decided   to   wear   a   pair   of   breathable   
running   shoes,   which   were   much   more   comfortable   and   did   not   cause   any   feet   pains.   Finally   we   
brought   headlamps   in   case   we   were   out   too   long   and   it   got   dark.   

  
Unfortunately   even   with   all   of   this   preparation   the   20   mile   hike   was   still   very   difficult   to   

complete.   Like   last   time   I   was   fine   for   the   first   half.   After   we   hit   the   halfway   point   and   started   
hiking   the   10   miles   back   to   the   start   of   the   trail   my   legs   started   aching.   The   last   10   miles   were   
painful   to   hike,   and   by   the   time   we   were   done   my   legs   were   entirely   sore.   When   I   got   home   I   
could   barely   walk   properly.   All   of   this   could   have   been   avoided   with   proper   preparation   on   my  
part   with   practice   hikes.     

  
Overall   the   hikes   taught   me   a   lot   about   hiking,   and   I   am   glad   that   I   completed   them.   

Along   with   learning   about   hiking   I   complete   the   hiking   merit   badge   as   well,   which   is   a   nice   
bonus.   The   hkes   although   painful,   were   still   very   fun.   It   was   very   enjoyable   listening   to   music   
and   talking   to   my   dad   while   on   the   hikes,   and   the   nature   that   surrounded   us   was   very   
interesting.   We   saw   a   lot   of   wildlife   on   the   trails,   such   as   deer,   snakes   and   even   fox.   The   whole   
experience   was   unforgettable,   and   I   highly   suggest   you   try   completing   the   hiking   merit   badge.   
Just   make   sure   to   prepare   better   than   I   had.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  
  

  

20   mile   hike   
  

After   going   on   the   twenty   mile   hike   recently,   I   have   some   things   I   would   like   to   say   on   
how   to   prepare   for   the   hike.   Firstly,   weather   is   very   important.   This   hike   will   take   a   long   time   and   
will   most   likely   tire   you   out,   it   is   better   to   choose   a   cool   day,   as   opposed   to   a   warm   day.   Having   a   
slight   chill   helps   to   cool   you   off   and   will   make   the   entire   hike   much   more   bearable.   If   you   were   to   
do   a   twenty   mile   hike   in   the   spring   or   summer   when   the   temperature   is   higher   you   would   be   
drenched   in   sweat   and   tired   out   much   sooner.   Speaking   of   weather   this   brings   me   to   my   next   
point.   My   second   point   is   to   prepare   the   necessary   clothing   for   your   hike.   Obviously   there   is   the   
topic   of   proper   footwear,   but   also   wearing   the   right   shirts,   or   pants   is   very   important   as   well.   It's   
preferable   to   wear   breathable   clothing,   such   as   moisture   wicking   shirts,   or   running   shoes,   
making   sure   you   are   comfortable   while   hiking   will   make   the   hike   much   more   enjoyable.   Also   
watching   the   weather   and   bringing   the   necessary   gear   is   very   important   as   well.   I   would   suggest   
bringing   a   raincoat   regardless   of   what   the   weather   report   says,   just   in   case   of   an   unforeseen   
downpour.   My   third   recommendation   would   be   to   bring   enough   food   and   water   while   hiking.   I   
always   was   good   with   bringing   the   proper   amount   of   water   and   food   to   keep   my   energy   up   while   
hiking.   Making   sure   you   are   hydrated   is   very   important   while   hiking,   and   eating   enough   food   will   
make   it   so   you   don't   tire   as   fast.   My   fourth   recommendation   is   to   prepare   with   practice   hikes   
beforehand.   Your   body   isn’t   able   to   hike   20   miles   out   of   the   blue,   without   proper   preparation.   
Hiking   shorter   distances   over   some   time   will   make   your   body   more   comfortable   with   walking   
longer   distances.   I   would   start   with   one   or   two   5   mile   practice   hikes,   then   moving   on   to   two   or   
three   10   mile   hikes,   and   finally   finishing   with   a   15   mile   practice   hike   before   starting   on   your   20   
mile   hike.   It   seems   like   a   lot   of   practice,   but   it   is   exactly   what   is   written   as   the   requirement   in   the   
hiking   merit   badge.   Finally   bring   any   other   materials   not   listed,   such   as   a   first   aid   kit,   or   a   
headlamp,   depending   on   your   hiking   situation.   I   even   tend   to   bring   headphones   so   I   don’t   get   
bored   as   easily.   I   learnt   a   lot   from   my   hike   and   I   hopefully   will   help   you   with   some   of   this   
information.   


